Businessdrama® workshop
– the art of innovative leadership through thinking and talking together

The Intention of this inspiring workshop is to develop the participants’ personal and professional skills in order to strengthen their ability to lead, manage, coach and achieve results.

Coaching will be used to increase the level of consciousness thereby giving new insights into organisations and society in general and generating the needed results through a heightening of awareness, activity levels and overall responsibility.

Businessdrama blends the best of business practices – the “what” we do in an organization with the drama, the politics, the “how” we do it – in order to create responsible and results orientated ventures for the future.

The concept of businessdrama involves cross science learning and working where disciplines as philosophy, communication, rhetoric’s, drama, presence, and conflict resolutions blends and interacts with modern leadership sciences.

Leading, managing and coaching are all effective tools for executing the business and the dramas in every process of the organization! Individuals increase their awareness of how to work efficiently and effectively and hence teams increase their common intelligence (team intelligence) responsibility follows and desired results are created!

The workshop uses the participants own experiences to inspire a process of meaningful and reality based learning. In the course of this fast moving process they will learn to lead, manage, coach and be social individuals in a wide variety of roles, life situations and conditions!
The participants will be trained not only in each of the above rolls but in how to distinguish between them – which role should be used in which situation and when?

We focus strongly on intentions; i.e. what is the purpose for leading or managing in each particular situation and what are the specific results required? What do you want your staff and the organisation to produce? What are your intentions? The ability to be conscious of the environment and circumstances and deliver effective and result focused communication is a sign of good management.

Thinking and talking together in open dialogues and metalogues in an respectful and considerate way and learning to provide the right feedback is a sign of transparency and good common intentions.

The workshop will include:

- The art and process of thinking
- “Open” Communication & Dialogue
- Metalogue skills
- Increased Personal Leadership Skills
- Conflict and resistance Management
- Forget Feedback!
- Developing Organisations for the future

The workshop will be conducted by Åsa Coey, senior consultant and other process leaders from VillmanCoey Leadership.

Literature suggestion: A Passion for Teams! Kenneth Coey, VCL 2006
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